Updates since YVR18

- LAVA Software Community Project
  - lavasoftware.org - home for git, releases, packages, Docker images, docs, ...
- Security updates and config changes
  - e.g. ALLOWED_HOSTS
- More test methods
  - Bootloader testing and recovery
  - Interactive testing
- REST API
  - easier access to test results
  - export results in TAP13 and JUnit formats
- New device types
- Bug fixes
Planned work (next 6 months)

Already in progress

- LAVAfed - distributed functional testing of LAVA
- Refactoring authorisation code

Ideas - more discussion on lava-devel before we start

- Scalability
- High availability
- Container-based workflow
- Refactoring test shell etc. - Test Definitions v2.0
- Device type aliases rework
- ...
Talk to us!

- What are we doing well?
- What are doing less well?
- What are we missing?
- Today!
- Public design meetings every Wednesday
- mailing lists - lists.lavasoftware.org
  - lava-devel
  - lava-users
Thank you
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